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This report constitutes the twelfth monthly status report filed by the State of Georgia
pursuant to Section 4 of the Case Management Plan.
I.

GENERAL STATUS
Georgia continues to focus on resolving outstanding discovery issues, conducting and

defending depositions, and preparing expert reports. In compliance with the Special Master’s
order at the last status conference, Georgia has provided deposition dates to Florida for its
witnesses. Georgia has also identified its designees for Florida’s 30(b)(6) topics. In addition,
Georgia has continued to work cooperatively with Florida to facilitate discovery. For example,
Georgia has worked with its state universities to collect, review, and produce emails for Dr. Aris
Georgakokos, Dr. Mark Masters, and Dr. James Hook, the three professors from whom Florida
requested emails in prior status reports. Georgia similarly worked with Florida to run multiple

sets of search terms on various document custodians and reported back to Florida on the results
of those searches in an effort to help Florida narrow its discovery requests to focus on the most
relevant materials.

Georgia has also assisted Florida, at Florida’s request, in identifying

numerous specific documents and databases within Georgia’s production that will assist Florida
in its deposition preparation.
Although the parties continue to meet and confer about discovery, Georgia remains
concerned about a number of issues that it has previously raised in multiple meet and confers
with Florida.
First, Florida refuses to make Florida’s Commissioner of the Department of Agriculture
and Consumer Services (FDACS), Adam Putnam, available for a four-hour deposition, even
though Mr. Putnam’s testimony is necessary and is directly relevant to Florida’s allegations in
this suit.

As Commissioner of FDACS, Mr. Putnam has supervision and management

responsibility for Florida’s fisheries and also is involved in development and implementation of
Florida’s state water policy. More specifically, Mr. Putnam authored a letter that formed the
basis of Florida’s request that the United States Department of Commerce declare a federal
fisheries failure for the oyster fishery in the Apalachicola Bay in 2012—the same fishery failure
Florida alleges Georgia caused in its complaint. Though it had no obligation to do so, at
Florida’s request, Georgia deferred Mr. Putnam’s deposition while it sought additional factual
information about the letter by deposing multiple other Florida witnesses who were likely in a
position to have personal knowledge about the letter and be able to provide relevant testimony.
None of those witnesses, however, was able to testify about the drafting of the letter or the
assertions contained therein. Georgia therefore seeks an order compelling Mr. Putnam to testify
pursuant to the subpoena it served on October 7, 2015. Mr. Putnam has first-hand knowledge of
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key facts at issue and no other witness can testify as to what was in his mind at the time he made
decisions and statements as Commissioner that are directly relevant to this case.
Second, Georgia is concerned about the sufficiency of the testimony from Florida’s
30(b)(6) designees. Georgia has now deposed three of Florida’s 30(b)(6) witnesses who were
designated to provide testimony on 10 topics. None was properly prepared to provide testimony
on behalf of Florida. For example, one of Florida’s 30(b)(6) witnesses admitted that even though
he had no personal knowledge of one of his designated topics, he made no attempt to speak to
others with personal knowledge to prepare for his 30(b)(6) testimony, as is his obligation as a
30(b)(6) witness. Another of Florida’s 30(b)(6) witnesses relied almost exclusively on a 35-page
attorney-drafted script for his testimony, even though the witness was not involved in preparing
the script and could not explain where the information in the script came from or attest to its
accuracy. As a result, in light of Florida’s waiver of privilege and work product protection over
the information in that script, Georgia has requested discovery related to that script. Florida has
refused this request.
Third, on November 24, 2015 Georgia sent a letter to Florida outlining deficiencies in
over half of Florida’s responses to Georgia’s First Set of Requests for Admission (RFAs).
Although the supplemental responses Florida finally provided on December 30, 2015, addressed
some of Georgia’s concerns, the majority of Florida’s responses identified as deficient in
Georgia’s letter remain inadequate and non-responsive. For example, Florida refuses to admit or
deny the truth of its own factual representations to the U.S. Department of Commerce when
Florida sought the same declaration of a federal fisheries disaster referenced above. Florida also
refuses to admit or deny basic facts such as whether its own statutes and regulations “prescribe
rules for applying for a water use permit.” Georgia sent a second letter to Florida on January 8,
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2016, discussing its ongoing concerns with Florida’s responses.

These outstanding issues

prevent Georgia from narrowing the factual issues that need to be litigated in this case, consistent
with the Special Master’s admonitions to the parties.
Further details about Georgia’s discovery efforts are set forth below.
II.

STATUS OF GEORGIA’S DISCOVERY EFFORTS
A.

Georgia’s Production of Documents and Data to Florida.

Although document discovery has formally closed, Georgia continues to cooperate with
Florida to facilitate the production of documents. Since the last status conference, Georgia has
produced emails from all of the university professors Florida identified in its last status report.
To be sure, Florida sought emails from university professors notwithstanding its initial
agreement that it would not seek emails from university professors in Georgia. Notwithstanding
the substantial discovery burden these requests—which required additional collections, reviews,
and productions—placed on Georgia, Georgia nonetheless agreed to work with Florida to narrow
the scope of Florida’s requests in a good faith effort to resolve this discovery dispute. The
parties ultimately agreed on a unique set of search terms for each of the professors from whom
Florida sought email in an effort to narrow the universe of emails to be reviewed and potentially
produced. Georgia then ran search terms on email accounts from Dr. Georgakakos and Mark
Masters and agreed to review and produce responsive, non-privileged emails from those
professors on a rolling basis. Moreover, Georgia volunteered to produce all of the responsive,
non-privileged emails collected from Dr. James Hook’s email account. As Georgia told Florida
two months ago in its November 6, 2015 objections and responses to Florida’s subpoena, Dr.
Hook retired from the University of Georgia in 2011 and thus has a limited volume of responsive
material. Georgia has collected and produced the emails relating to the ApalachicolaChattahoochee-Flint River Basin within Dr. Hook’s possession, custody, or control.
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Georgia has now produced emails and email attachments for all of the professors Florida
requested in its last status report, including:

15,000 pages of documents for Dr. Martin

Kistenmacher at Georgia Tech University, 13,600 pages of documents for Dr. Aris Georgakakos
at Georgia Tech University, 1,800 pages of documents for Dr. James Hook at University of
Georgia, and 44,000 pages of documents for Mark Masters at Albany State University. In
addition to these email productions, Georgia has now produced four native models from Georgia
Tech’s Water Resources Institute totaling approximately 1.5 terabytes of information and over
200,000 pages of documents.
Georgia has also worked with Florida since the last status report to address additional
discovery requests on a case-by-case basis. For example, Florida asked Georgia for data that the
Georgia Soil and Water Conservation Commission (“GSWCC”) had collected from it telemetry
metering program.

Georgia voluntarily searched through numerous electronic folders in

GSWCC’s district offices, collected over 4,000 different electronic files that pertain to telemetry
data, and produced those files to Florida on December 14, 2015. Georgia also intends to produce
early next week some remaining documents collected from Mark Masters pursuant to a subpoena
duces tecum served on Mr. Masters.
In addition, when, on multiple occasions, Florida has been unable to locate certain
documents it seeks to review within the documents that Georgia has already produced, Georgia
has assisted Florida by searching its own production and identifying the requested documents by
specific Bates numbers.

For example, Georgia helped Florida locate several files within

Georgia’s production related to monthly agriculture readings. At Florida’s request, Georgia also
conferred with professors at Georgia Tech regarding produced data and models and provided
Florida with specific information relating to those documents and models.
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B.

Written Discovery Between Parties.

Although written discovery is now closed, the parties have continued to supplement their
responses as necessary. With respect to the discovery Florida served on Georgia, Georgia
continues to believe that its responses to Florida’s interrogatories are sufficient.

Georgia

nonetheless responded to Florida’s request for additional information and supplemented its
responses to Florida’s Interrogatories 12, 28, and 29 on December 7, 2015. With respect to the
discovery Georgia served on Florida, Georgia continues to be concerned about the sufficiency of
Florida’s RFA responses, which were served on November 9, 2015. In a letter to Florida dated
November 24, 2015, Georgia explained why over half of Florida’s RFA responses were nonresponsive or otherwise deficient. Georgia requested that Florida revise and resubmit amended,
responsive answers to a number of specific RFAs by December 18, 2015. Florida supplemented
its responses on December 30, 2015. Although Florida’s recent supplemental responses address
some of the deficiencies in Florida’s initial responses, many responses are still inadequate.
Georgia sent a second letter to Florida on January 8, 2016, addressing those deficiencies.
Most notably, Florida refuses to admit or deny basic facts within its knowledge, which
unnecessarily prolongs and complicates discovery into even the most basic factual matters.
Florida has even refused to admit or deny the truth of documented factual representations that
Florida has made in the recent past. For example, when Florida sought a declaration of a federal
fisheries disaster, Florida represented that “drought conditions contributed” to the oyster collapse
in 2012. But now Florida refuses to admit or deny the truthfulness of that fact. (See Resp. to
RFA No. 218).
Florida also refuses to admit or deny basic facts related to its own statutes, regulations,
and executive orders. For example, a website maintained by Florida states that “The Florida
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Statutes (Chapters 120 and 373) . . . prescribe rules for applying for a water use permit,”1 but in
Response to RFA No. 183, Florida refuses to admit or deny that those statutes “prescribe rules
for applying for a water use permit.” Another request asks Florida to admit or deny that “Florida
Governor Crist issued Executive Order of the Governor Number 10-99, which authorized agencies to
waive or deviate from Florida ‘statutes, rules, ordinances or orders to the extent that such actions are
needed to cope’ with the Deepwater Horizon oil spill”—a request that uses language from the
Executive Order itself. See Executive Order of the Governor Number 10-99 (Apr. 30, 2010) (“I
delegate to such agencies the authority to waive or deviate from such statutes, rules, ordinances or
orders to the extent that such actions are needed to cope with this emergency.”) (emphasis added).
Yet Florida refuses to admit this, and instead objects that the terms “authorize,” “waive,” and
“deviate”—terms used in the Executive Order referenced in the request—are “vague and
ambiguous.”

Florida cannot avoid Georgia’s attempt to discover the facts at issue in this case by

claiming the very terms used by its own Governor in an Executive Order are “vague” and
“ambiguous.”

Georgia hopes that parties can resolve these issues without bringing them to the Special
Master for resolution.
C.

Deposition Discovery Between Parties

Georgia and Florida continue to discuss the number, timing, and coordination of
depositions of both State personnel and various third parties. Florida has served 44 notices or
subpoenas and Georgia has served 42 notices or subpoenas. To date, Georgia has taken 12
depositions and Florida has taken 12 depositions.

1
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website,

“Water

Use

Permits,”

The parties have agreed on scheduling for most of the upcoming depositions. Georgia
took 6 depositions in December, and Florida took 1 new deposition in December and also
completed the deposition of Martin Kistenmacher.

Although Florida originally scheduled

several other depositions in December, it postponed them to February 2016. Georgia is currently
scheduled to take 11 depositions in January and Florida is currently scheduled to take 9
depositions in January. In February, Georgia is currently scheduled to take 13 depositions and
Florida is currently scheduled to take 9 depositions. Five depositions2 remain to be scheduled,
including 2 depositions of party witnesses and 4 depositions of non-party witnesses. Of the
depositions that remain to be scheduled, the parties have now provided dates for all of the
witnesses within their control. The remaining witnesses are third parties that Georgia and
Florida are both attempting to schedule.
Additionally, on December 4, 2015, Florida served a Revised and Amended Notice of
Rule 30(b)(6) Deposition of the State of Georgia requesting 16 additional topics. On December
22, 2015, Georgia served its Responses and Objections to Florida’s Revised and Amended
Notice of Rule 30(b)(6) Deposition of the State of Georgia. Georgia agreed to provide a witness
to provide testimony related to 14 of those topics.
Georgia objected to two topics (Topics 14 and 15) related to the email accounts of three
former EPD Directors, who departed EPD at various points over the past 15 years, because the
requests were overbroad, not relevant, substantially burdensome, and unrelated to the merits of
this case. Georgia also objected because it has already provided interrogatory responses nearly
eight months ago and supplemental information by letter to Florida on the very same topics
outlined in Florida’s 30(b)(6) request. Indeed, in its April 24, 2015 Responses and Objections to
2

This count does not include the jointly-noticed depositions of 6 federal agency officials served with Touhy
requests, which are currently all subject to objection from the federal agencies.
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Florida’s Second Set of Interrogatories, Georgia explained the reasons why it no longer has
possession, custody, or control over the email accounts for former Directors Reheis, Couch, and
Barnes. Georgia provided supplemental information to Florida on this topic on October 7, 2015,
and again on January 7, 2016, outlining the additional steps Georgia took to identify and produce
available emails and other documents from the former directors. And in fact Georgia has
produced more than 23,000 pages of documents and emails from these three former EPD
Directors. Since Georgia first provided an interrogatory response regarding EPD Director emails
in April 2015, and in the three months that have passed since Georgia provided supplemental
information on this topic, Florida has not identified any way in which Georgia’s interrogatory
responses were deficient nor explained what additional information could be obtained through a
30(b)(6) deposition that has not already been provided.
After Georgia served its December 22, 2015 responses and objections to Florida’s
30(b)(6) request, Florida responded with a letter on January 5, 2016 that demanded testimony on
28 discrete sub-topics under the umbrella of the two initial topics related to former EPD Director
email accounts. All of those topics pertain to broad e-discovery or records-retention practices,
and none pertains to the actual merits of Florida’s suit. Among other things, those topics seek (i)
testimony on Georgia’s retention schedules and preservation practices dating back thirty years; (ii)
the identity and location of all record centers to which any Georgia agency involved in this case has
ever transferred documents; (iii) all “asset registries” maintained since 1983; and (iv) “file-naming,”
“location-saving,” and “disk … labeling” conventions of the former Directors. Florida’s request

that Georgia present a witness to testify on over two dozen overbroad e-discovery and recordsretention practices is unreasonable, unnecessary, and unduly burdensome, particularly with just
seven weeks left in discovery and with at least 30 more depositions scheduled on the actual
merits of the case. Indeed, courts disfavor e-discovery depositions of this nature because they
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distract the parties from merits issues and instead force them to spend time and resources on nonmerits issues that do nothing to resolve the pending dispute. See, e.g., Cunningham v. Std. Fire
Ins. Co., 2008 WL 2668301, at *5 (D. Colo. Jul. 1, 2008) (denying 30(b)(6) witness on retention
policies); Martin v. Allstate Ins. Co., 292 F.R.D. 361, 363-64 (N.D. Tex. 2013) (same);
Freedman v. Weatherford Int’l Ltd., 2014 WL 4547039, at *2-3 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 12, 2014)
(denying motion to compel discovery into defendant’s search methodology); Orillaneda v.
French Culinary Institute, 2011 WL 4375365, at *6–9 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 19, 2011) (denying
discovery into defendant’s methods for searching and maintaining documents).
If Florida’s goal is to seek information about “whether any [more emails from former
EPD Directors] can be retrieved,” as it claimed in its December Status Report, Georgia has
already explained to Florida that it has taken all reasonable steps to produce all subject emails in
its possession, custody, or control, and that to the extent Florida can identify additional
reasonable steps that Georgia has not already thought of, Georgia is willing to consider them
(subject to obvious concerns about timing, burden, and relevance) without the need for a
wasteful, inefficient and unnecessary 30(b)(6) deposition on these issues. Georgia reviewed and
produced material from thirty-five boxes of paper documents for these directors, and also
collected and produced documents from the individual who served as administrative assistant for
all three directors. In addition, to the extent emails were used by these directors during their
tenure, responsive email correspondence is available through the email accounts of other agreedupon email custodians, which Georgia collected, reviewed, and produced. These efforts satisfy
Georgia’s discovery obligations, and Florida is not entitled to 30(b)(6) testimony on this issue.
D.

Discovery From the United States.

As the Special Master is aware, the actions of federal agencies and personnel are
intimately related to key issues in this case. In an effort to obtain evidence critical to both
10

parties, Georgia and Florida have collectively noticed eight United States government officials
with Touhy requests for depositions. To date, the United States has refused all requests to
provide witnesses for deposition.

These objections prejudice Georgia and prevent it from

obtaining evidence that support its case.
Georgia has met and conferred with federal officials to discuss the agencies’ objections
but the United States will not make its witnesses available. Instead, the United States proposes
to have the parties separately interview some (but not all) of the witnesses whose testimony has
been sought, excluding entirely the United States Army Corps of Engineers. Georgia has serious
concerns about the United States’ proposed approach. Apart from the fact that an informal
interview will not lead to sworn testimony or admissible evidence, the format of these proposed
interviews is also problematic: isolated interviews where the parties are provided with different
and even potentially conflicting information with no opportunity to ask follow up questions
about the information provided to the other party is prejudicial, unfair, and will not advance the
fact-seeking process. Moreover, the Army Corps of Engineers—which the United States refuses
to make available even for informal interviews—plays a crucial and primary role in controlling
the amount and timing of water flows in the ACF Basin. Indeed, it remains unclear how any
remedial order from this Court could or would provide Florida relief without such an order being
binding on (and enforceable against) the Corps. Georgia continues to discuss this issue with the
United States and hopes that it can be resolved without bringing it to the Special Master for
resolution.
As mentioned in the last status report, Georgia is preparing comments to the updated
Army Corps of Engineers Water Control Manual for the ACF Basin and expects to provide them
to the Army Corps, with a copy to Florida, on January 15. Florida has confirmed that it also
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intends to submit comments to the updated Water Control Manual before the comment deadline
of January 15, 2016. Georgia looks forward to reviewing Florida’s comments, which will be
important to upcoming depositions of Florida’s fact witnesses and 30(b)(6) witnesses.
E.

Georgia Has Met and Conferred with Other Third Parties Regarding
Collection and Production of Documents.

Georgia has continued to meet and confer with third parties in an effort to obtain
responsive documents without imposing unnecessary burdens, and to schedule third-party
depositions as needed. A chart of the nonparty documents Georgia has received and produced to
date is attached as Exhibit A. Georgia believes it has produced all documents it has received
from the third parties it subpoenaed.
III.

ANTICIPATED DISCOVERY
Georgia anticipates conducting the following discovery in the next month:

IV.

•

Facilitating the production to Florida of any remaining documents collected in
response to Florida’s subpoenas duces tecum to various third-party individual and
university witnesses;

•

Producing to Florida additional third-party documents produced to Georgia in
response to its subpoenas;

•

Reviewing documents produced by third parties;

•

Continuing to confer with third parties about scheduling depositions;

•

Taking and defending depositions.

•

Preparation of expert reports.

UNRESOLVED DISPUTES AND OTHER CONCERNS
A.

Florida Refuses to Produce Adam Putnam for Deposition

As explained above, Georgia submitted a notice of deposition for FDACS Commissioner
Adam Putnam on October 7, 2015.

As Commissioner, Mr. Putnam has responsibility for

supervision and management responsibility for Florida’s fisheries and also plays a role in
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developing and implementing Florida’s state water policy. As Mr. Putnam himself states on his
official web page at FDACS, his “priorities” as Commissioner “include . . . expanding access to
Florida’s abundance of fresh . . . seafood” and “protecting the quantity and quality of the state’s
water supply.”3 Moreover, Mr. Putnam supervises the FDACS Division of Aquaculture, which
according to its official webpage is “responsible for. . . [d]eveloping and enforcing regulations
governing . . . . [c]ommercial aquaculture and shellfish (clams, oysters and mussels) harvesting
and processing.”4 Thus, Mr. Putnam plays a critical role in two of the key issues presented in
this case: Florida’s water supply and the causes of the 2012 oyster fishery failure. For this
reason alone, Georgia is entitled to take his deposition. To accommodate Florida, Georgia has
agreed to limit that deposition to four hours.
Mr. Putnam has made public statements that underscore the need for his testimony
specifically. For example, news reports indicate that at a symposium in 2012, Mr. Putnam stated
that “[i]f the federal government does not guarantee the state of Florida adequate flows of water
that we are entitled to, it will continue to devastate jobs, families and communities.”5 In
addition, Mr. Putnam stated in October 2012 that it was “imperative that the Corps of Engineers
release more water” because Florida had “data that demonstrates that … the flow has never been
worse than it is today” and that such low flows were “having an enormous impact on oyster
populations.”

Both Georgia and the Supreme Court are entitled to hear Mr. Putnam’s basis for

his statement that the “flow has never been worse,” what Mr. Putnam believes the role of the

3

http://www.freshfromflorida.com/About/Meet-Commissioner-Putnam.

4

http://www.freshfromflorida.com/Divisions-Offices/Aquaculture.

5

Lee Gordon, Where Have All the Oysters Gone?, 850 Business Mag. (Dec.-Jan. 2012).
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Army Corps to be with regards to guaranteeing flows, and why he believes those flows have had
an “impact on oyster populations” and on “jobs, families, and communities.”
Mr. Putnam has also played a critical role in a centerpiece of Florida’s claimed
harm: Florida’s decision to seek a declaration of an oyster fishery failure in the Apalachicola
Bay in September 2012. In his capacity as Commissioner, Mr. Putnam wrote the key letter to
Governor Scott urging him to seek federal relief (copy attached). In that letter Mr. Putnam
principally attributed the oyster collapse to a “prolonged drought that many other areas of the
state are facing,” and he attached a report prepared by his agency that identified “harvesting
pressure” by Florida oyster farmers as contributing to the collapse, including “continuous
harvesting . . . concentrated and intensive harvesting by the majority of the fishing fleet, and the
excessive harvesting of sub-legal oysters.” Now that Florida in its complaint is blaming the
oyster collapse entirely on upstream Georgia water consumption, see Compl. ¶ 54, Georgia is
entitled to ask the state official in Florida who initiated the process of seeking a fishery failure
declaration why Florida’s position has changed and why his letter to Governor Scott said nothing
about upstream Georgia water consumption. In fact, Florida specifically alleges in its Complaint
that it was Georgia’s conduct that “led Florida Governor Rick Scott to seek a declaration of a
commercial fisheries failure for the oyster industry.” See id. ¶ 56. It was Mr. Putnam who wrote
the letter that Governor Scott relied on, and now Florida is saying that neither Georgia nor this
Court is entitled to hear from Mr. Putnam about what led him to draft that letter and submit it to
the Governor or his first-hand knowledge of the assertions made in his letter.
Florida objects to Georgia’s request on the ground that Mr. Putnam is a statewide elected
official and thus should be insulated from deposition, and that Georgia will be able to elicit any
relevant facts that Mr. Putnam knows from other Florida witnesses.
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Florida’s position is

incorrect both as a matter of law and of fact. First, depositions of government officials are
appropriate where the official has first-hand knowledge related to the claim being litigated and
where it is shown that other persons cannot provide the necessary information. See Bagley v.
Blagojevich, 486 F. Supp. 2d 786, 789 (C.D. Ill. 2007) (allowing deposition of Governor
Blagojevich when “Plaintiffs allege that the Governor was either the ultimate decision maker or
at least personally involved in the decision” at issue in the case); United States v. Sensient
Colors, Inc., 649 F. Supp. 2d 309, 324 (D.N.J. 2009) (allowing the deposition of EPA Regional
Administrator when she possessed the ultimate decision-making authority); Am. Broad.
Companies, Inc. v. U.S. Info. Agency, 599 F. Supp. 765, 769 (D.D.C. 1984) (permitting
deposition of head of a federal agency about documents he created because information could
not be obtained from others).
Second, other Florida witnesses have been unable to testify about the drafting of Mr.
Putnam’s letter or the assertions contained therein. These include: Kal Knickerbocker, FDACS
Division of Aquaculture Director, Knickerbocker Dep. at 244:10-13 (“[Y]ou were not consulted
by Commissioner Putnam with respect to any of the information he has included in his letter?”
“No.”); Brett Cyphers, Executive Director of the Northwest Florida Water Management Division
(NWFWMD), Cyphers Dep. at 81:14-18 (“You weren't consulted by Commissioner Putnam or
anybody to provide input for this letter?” “The district may have, but I don't believe I was.”);
Douglas Barr, former NWFWMD director, Barr Dep. at 386:12-13 (“But this [letter], no, I don't
recall seeing this.”); Lee Edmiston, Reserve Manager at the Florida Department of
Environmental Protection, Edmiston Dep. at 158:23-159:2 (“Did you have any input into the
content of this [letter]?” “From Putnam to Scott, Rick Scott?...No, I did not.”); and John
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Steverson, Secretary of Florida Department of Environmental Protection, Steverson Dep. at 37:310 (“Did you have any input into…that letter to Governor Scott?” “No.”).
Third, Florida has pointed Georgia to four additional witnesses that Georgia could depose
in lieu of Mr. Putnam. But it hardly serves interests of judicial economy or efficiency to
substitute four separate depositions for a single deposition, particularly when the deposition in
question would be of the very individual who authored the document in question. No other
witness, moreover, will be able to testify as to Mr. Putnam’s state of mind and his basis for the
statement he made.
Georgia must be able to question Mr. Putnam about the bases for his request to the
Governor for a fishery disaster declaration, which cites reasons other than Georgia’s water
consumption as having caused the Florida’s oyster collapse.

He is directly connected to

Florida’s allegation that Georgia’s upstream consumption “precipitated a collapse of Florida’s
oyster fishery.” Rather than seek the deposition of Governor Scott—the chief executive of
Florida, and the elected official who actually petitioned the U.S. Department of Commerce for a
fishery disaster declaration—Georgia has focused on this lower-level official who has personal
knowledge of the same information.
B.

Florida Has Not Adequately Prepared Its 30(b)(6) Witnesses

Georgia has now deposed three witnesses who were identified as Florida’s 30(b)(6)
designees. These depositions are critical to narrowing the issues in dispute and for Georgia to
understand the factual bases (if any) of Florida’s claimed injury. But Florida’s witnesses were
unprepared to provide testimony on their respective topics.
For example, Gregg Munson—who was designated to discuss Florida’s allegations related to
the ACF compact negotiations—was not involved in those negotiations and never spoke to a single
person personally involved in those negotiations. Deposition Transcript of Greg Munson, 30(b)(6)
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designee, 12:19–13:5. As a result, Mr. Munson did not know that the negotiations had continued
through most of 2003. Id. at 91:23–93:8. He was unaware that the governors reached a framework to
continue discussions in July 2003. Id. at 105:25–106:4. He did not even know the positions of the
parties who called off the negotiations or why they were called off. Id. at 116:23–117:3.

In addition, Florida put forth John Steverson as a representative to testify about Topic 25:
“Florida’s effort to mitigate any alleged harm caused by Georgia’s Water Use.”

But Mr.

Steverson was unable to answer the most basic questions about Florida’s efforts to mitigate the
harm to the Bay that Florida has alleged in this case:
Q.

With respect to the various mitigation efforts that you’ve identified detailed in
Exhibit 2, has any analysis been done to determine how much additional water
has been, you know, made available -- fresh water made available in the
Apalachicola for the bay?

A.

I'm sure someone has done that analysis. I don't know that I have that information
available to me.

Deposition Transcript of John Steverson, 30(b)(6) Designee, at 16:20-17:3.
Florida counsel acknowledged that Mr. Steverson was not prepared to testify on behalf of
Florida and agreed to provide an additional witness or witnesses to speak to the numerous topics
as to which Mr. Steverson was unprepared to testify. Florida has not yet identified who will
provide testimony regarding Topic 25 and has not any provided date when that witness will be
available. Georgia continues to discuss this issue with Florida and hopes that it can be resolved
without bringing it to the Special Master for resolution.
By contrast, Brett Cyphers, Florida’s designee for Topics, 1, 2, 3, 4(a), 7, 9, and 28(a)-(f),
testified as a 30(b)(6) witness by reading into the record portions of an attorney-authored 35page single-spaced script. Counsel for Georgia asked questions about the source of the script,
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but Mr. Cyphers could not describe how the script was compiled, what sources were used to
compile it, or who was involved in developing the information. Deposition Transcript of Brett
Cyphers, 30(b)(6) designee, at 13:16–13:22; id. at 56:23–57:13. Mr. Cyphers had no knowledge of

whether the attorney-authored script was accurate and truthful apart from his attorney’s
assurances that the facts in that script were accurate. Because Mr. Cyphers could not provide
sufficient answers about the source of the script (let alone answers to Georgia’s substantive
questions) during the deposition, Georgia has requested discovery into to the creation of the
script. But in a letter dated January 5, 2016, Florida refused to provide that information.
To the extent that Florida objects to discovery on the script on the basis of privilege or
work product protection, it waived those protections by providing the script—which itself bore a
header indicating that it was originally intended to be attorney-client privileged and work
product—to Mr. Cyphers for purposes of testifying directly from that document. The United
States Supreme Court explained that when “counsel attempts to make a testimonial use of [work
product] materials the normal rules of evidence come into play with respect to cross-examination and
production of documents.” United States v. Nobles, 422 U.S. 225, 239 n. 14 (1975); see also In re
Neurontin Antitrust Litigation, 2011 WL 253434, at *17 (D.N.J. Jan. 25, 2011) (Party cannot “place
the entire corpus of corporate knowledge within the parameters of its work product, and parrot work
product selections as the bases for [its testimony] while simultaneously expect work product
protection to shield inquiry into those selections.”), aff’d 2011 WL 2357793 (D.N.J. June 9, 2011).

Indeed, the attorney-author of the script has already admitted on the record that the document is
not privileged. Georgia continues to discuss this issue with Florida and hopes that it can be
resolved without bringing it to the Special Master for resolution.
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V.

MEDIATION
The parties have come to an agreement on a mediator and have confirmed a mediation

date.

The parties are in the process of working with the mediator on the procedures for

mediation. Georgia will update the Special Master as necessary as the mediation progresses,
including in any way that the Special Master thinks most appropriate to preserve the
confidentiality of the mediation process.

Dated: January 8, 2016

/s/ Craig S. Primis
I
Craig S. Primis, P.C.
K. Winn Allen
KIRKLAND & ELLIS LLP
655 Fifteenth St. NW
Washington, DC 20005
Tel.: (202) 879-5000
Fax: (202) 879-5200
cprimis@kirkland.com
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EXHIBIT A
DOCUMENTS RECEIVED FROM THIRD PARTIES IN RESPONSE TO GEORGIA’S
SUBPOENAS AND PRODUCED TO FLORIDA
Third Party

Bates Range

Date Produced

APWRD_00001 to APWRD_01177

July 1, 2015

ABODA_0001 to ABODA_0081

Apr. 30, 2015

ACOC_0001 to ACOC_0195

Apr. 30, 2015

AR_0001 to AR_0036
AR_0000037 to AR_0116946
AR_0116947 to AR_0221940
BAY_CO.(FL)_00001 to BAY_CO.(FL)_00009
CALHOUN_CO_0001 to CALHOUN_CO_0049
City_of_Apalachicola(FL)_0001 to
City_of_Apalachicola(FL)_0617
BLOUNTSTOWN(FL)_00001 to
BLOUNTSTOWN(FL)_01557
City_of_Bristol(FL)_0000001 to
City_of_Bristol(FL)_0000998
City_of_Carrabelle(FL)_0001 to
City_of_Carrabelle(FL)_0020
City_of_Carrabelle(FL)_0021 to
City_of_Carrabelle(FL)_1595
City_of_Chattahoochee(FL)_00001 to
City_of_Chattahoochee(FL)_00136
COTTONDALE(FL)_00001 to
COTTONDALE(FL)_00227
City_of_Marianna(FL)_00001 to
City_of_Marianna(FL)_00217
Port_St_Joe_0000001 to Port_St_Joe_0000486
Wewahitchka(FL)_0000001 to
Wewahitchka(FL)_0003099
FL_State_Univ_00001 to FL_State_Univ_00050
FL_State_Univ_00051 to FL_State_Univ_01377

Apr. 30, 2015
July 27, 2015
Sept. 28, 2015
July 1, 2015
Apr. 30, 2015
Apr. 30, 2015

FL_SEA-GRANT_00001 to FL_SEA-GRANT_37355

Apr. 30, 2015

FL_SEA-GRANT_37356 to FL_SEA-GRANT_56648

May 29, 2015

FL_SEA-GRANT_56649 to FL_SEA-GRANT_56762

Sept. 28, 2015

Franklin County

FRANKLIN_CO_0001 to FRANKLIN_CO_5512

Apr. 30, 2015

Franklin Co. Seafood
Workers Association

FCSWA_00001 to FCSWA_00005

May 29, 2015

FCSWA_00006 to FCSWA_00017

July 1, 2015

Alligator Point Water
Resources District
Apalachicola Bay Oyster
Dealers Association
Apalachicola Chamber of
Commerce
Apalachicola Riverkeeper

Bay County
Calhoun County
City of Apalachicola
City of Blountstown
City of Bristol
City of Carrabelle

City of Chattahoochee
City of Cottondale
City of Marianna
City of Port St. Joe
City of Wewahitchka
Florida State University
Florida Sea Grant
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May 29, 2015
July 27, 2015
Apr. 30, 2015
July 1, 2015
May 29, 2015
May 29, 2015
July 1, 2015
July 27, 2015
July 27, 2015
May 29, 2015
Sept. 28, 2015

Third Party

Bates Range

Date Produced

Gadsden County

Gadsden_Co_0001 to Gadsden_Co_0015

Apr. 30, 2015

Gulf County

Gulf_County(FL)_00001 to Gulf_County(FL)_00194

Nov. 6, 2015

Jackson County

JACKSON_CO_0001 to JACKSON_CO_0062

Apr. 30, 2015

Jacob City

JACOB_CITY(FL)_00001 to
JACOB_CITY(FL)_00309
Liberty_Co_0001 to Liberty_Co_0804

July 1, 2015

Lighthouse_Util_Co.(FL)_00001 to
Lighthouse_Util_Co.(FL)_00581
Town_of_Alford(FL)_00001 to
Town_of_Alford(FL)_00480
TOWN_OF_ALTHA(FL)_00001 to
TOWN_OF_ALTHA(FL)_00163
Town_of_Greenwood(FL)_0000001 to
Town_of_Greenwood(FL)_0000019
Town_of_Malone(FL)_00001 to
Town_of_Malone(FL)_00181
Town_of_Malone(FL)_00182 to
Town_of_Malone(FL)_00284
SNEADS_0001 to SNEADS_0802

July 1, 2015

SJIUC_0001 to SJIUC_0153

Apr. 30, 2015

UFL_0001 to UFL_0858

Apr 30, 2015

UFL_00859 to UFL_01592

May 29, 2015

UFL_00001593 to UFL_00846570

Sept. 22, 2015

UFL_00846571 to UFL_01432034

Sept. 28, 2015

UFL_01432035 to UFL_01432069

Nov. 6, 2015

UFL_01432070 to UFL_01432134

Nov. 30, 2015

Washington_Co.(FL)_00001 to
Washington_Co.(FL)_00113
Water_Mgmt_Servs(FL)_0000001 to
Water_Mgmt_Servs(FL)_0001071
Water_Mgmt_Servs(FL)_0001072 to
Water_Mgmt_Servs(FL)_0002133

May 29, 2015

Liberty County
Lighthouse Utility Co.
Town of Alford
Town of Altha
Town of Greenwood
Town of Malone

Town of Sneads
St. James Island Utility
Company Water Treatment
Plant
University of Florida

Washington County
Water Management
Services, Inc.
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Apr. 30, 2015

May 29, 2015
July 1, 2015
July 27, 2015
May 29, 2015
July 27, 2015
Apr. 30, 2015

July 27, 2015
Sept. 28, 2015

EXHIBIT B
GEORGIA’S PRODUCTIONS
Production
Number
First
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth
Sixth

Seventh
Eighth
Ninth
Tenth
Eleventh
Twelfth
Thirteenth
Fourteenth
Fifteenth
Sixteenth
Seventeenth
Eighteenth
Nineteenth
Twentieth

Bates Range
GA00000001 to
GA00000008
GA00000009 to
GA00013500
GA00013501 to
GA00041516
GA00041517
GA00041518 to
GA00041989
GA00041990 to
GA00208007
GA00208008 to
GA00208010
GA00208011 to
GA00338078
GA00338079
GA00338080 to
GA00596884
GA00596885 to
GA00596886
GA00596887 to
GA00646491
GA00646492 to
GA00865658
GA00865659 to
GA00865664
GA00865665 to
GA01382872
GA01382873 to
GA01827401
GA01827402 to
GA02052890
GA02052891 to
GA02126195
GA02126196 to
GA02316611
GA02316612 to
GA02323632

Production Type

Date
Produced
7 Models (4.4 GB), 1 Database Feb. 6, 2015
Electronically Stored
Information
Electronically Stored
Information, 2 Databases
1 Database
Electronically Stored
Information
9 Models (78 GB),
Electronically Stored
Information and Paper Records
3 Models (4.3 GB)

Feb. 10, 2015

Electronically Stored
Information and Paper Records
1 Model (2.5 GB)
Electronically Stored
Information and Paper Records
1 Database & 1 Database
Report
Electronically Stored
Information and Paper Records
Electronically Stored
Information and Paper Records
6 Models (149 GB)

May 1, 2015

Electronically Stored
Information and Paper Records
Electronically Stored
Information and Paper Records
Electronically Stored
Information and Paper Records
Electronically Stored
Information and Paper Records
Electronically Stored
Information and Paper Records
Electronically Stored
Information and Paper Records

August 5, 2015
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Mar. 6, 2015
Mar. 27, 2015
Apr. 2, 2015
Apr. 3, 2015

Apr. 30, 2015

May 29, 2015
June 4, 2015
June 15, 2015
June 22, 2015
July 7, 2015
August 5, 2015

Aug. 26, 2015
Sept. 9, 2015
Oct. 1, 2015
Nov. 10, 2015
Nov. 10, 2015

Production
Number
Twenty First

Bates Range

GA02323633 to
GA02337223
Twenty Second GA02237224 to
GA02337506
Twenty Third
GA02337507 to
GA02350116
Twenty Fourth GA02350117 to
GA02416732

Production Type

Date
Produced
Nov. 24, 2015

Electronically Stored
Information and Paper Records
Electronically Stored
Dec. 4, 2015
Information and Paper Records
Electronically Stored
Dec. 14, 2015
Information and Paper Records
Electronically Stored
Dec. 23, 2015
Information and Paper Records
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
This is to certify that the JANUARY 8, 2016 STATUS REPORT OF THE STATE OF
GEORGIA has been served on this 8th day of January 2016, in the manner specified below:
For State of Florida

For United States of America

By U.S. Mail and Email

By U.S. Mail and Email

Allen Winsor
Solicitor General
Counsel of Record
Office of Florida Attorney General
The Capital, PL-01
Tallahassee, FL 32399
T: 850-414-3300
allen.winsor@myfloridalegal.com

Donald J. Verrilli
Solicitor General
Counsel of Record
Department of Justice
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20530
T: 202-514-7717
supremectbriefs@usdoj.gov

By Email Only

By Email Only

Donald G. Blankenau
Jonathan A. Glogau
Christopher M. Kise
Matthew Z. Leopold
Osvaldo Vazquez
Thomas R. Wilmoth
floridawaterteam@foley.com

Michael T. Gray
michael.gray2@usdoj.gov
James DuBois
james.dubois@usdoj.gov

For State of Georgia
By Email Only
Samuel S. Olens
Nels Peterson
Britt Grant
Sarah H. Warren
Seth P. Waxman
Craig S. Primis
K. Winn Allen
georgiawaterteam@kirkland.com

/s/ Craig S. Primis
___________________
Craig S. Primis
Counsel of Record
KIRKLAND & ELLIS LLP
655 Fifteenth Street, NW
Washington, DC 20005
T: 202-879-5000
craig.primis@kirkland.com
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